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Motivated by experiment, we argue that the enigmati hidden order in
URu2 Si2 demands a dual des ription that en ompasses both its itinerant
and its lo al aspe ts. A ombination of symmetry onsiderations and observation allow us to rule out a number of possibilities. The two remaining
s enarios, the quadrupolar harge density wave and the orbital antiferromagnet, are dis ussed and experiments are suggested to sele t between
these proposals.
PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls, 47.25.Gz, 76.50.+b, 72.15.Gd

The heavy fermion metal URu2 Si2 undergoes a pronoun ed se ond-order
phase transition at T0
K hara terized by sharp anomalies in a number of bulk properties in luding the spe i heat [1℄, the linear [1℄ and the
nonlinear magneti sus eptibilities [2,3℄, where standard mean-eld relations
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between the measured thermodynami properties are satised [4℄. Neutron
s attering measurements [57℄ indi ate gapped, propagating magneti ex itations that suggest the formation of a spin density wave. However the magnitude of the observed moment [7℄ (m0
: B ) annot a ount for the
entropy loss at the transition, whi h has been attributed to the development
of an enigmati hidden order. Furthermore there is strong eviden e from
muon spin resonan e [8℄ and from pressure-dependent NMR experiments [9℄
that the magneti and the hidden ordered phases are phase separated, and
thus develop independently [10℄. In this paper we review the onstraints
that re ent experimental developments and symmetry arguments pla e on
the nature of the hidden order in URu2 Si2 , and dis uss spe i theoreti al
proposals that emerge onsistent with known measurements.
It is important to distinguish two distin t aspe ts of the mysterious phase
transition at T0 in URu2 Si2 . The presen e of a S hottky anomaly at 60 K
in the spe i heat [1℄ and the development of a dispersing mode at T  T0
observed by inelasti neutron s attering [7℄ both suggest the importan e
of lo al rystal-eld ex itations at the transition. Nevertheless a purely
lo al pi ture annot provide a straightforward explanation for the observed
elasti response [11℄ at T0 and yields a eld-dependen e for the gap [12℄ that
is distin t from that asso iated with observed thermodynami quantities
[13℄. Furthermore the lear signatures [1℄ of Fermi liquid behavior above
T0 and the mean-eld nature of the transition [4℄ suggest that an itinerant
density-wave is involved. Thus any mi ros opi model for the hidden order in
URu2 Si2 must ultimately re on ile the lo al ele troni physi s of the strongly
intera ting uranium ions with the uid aspe ts of the heavy-ele tron phase.
The duality model of Kuramoto and Miyake [14℄ is a natural way to treat
the lo alized and itinerant aspe ts of URu2 Si2 within a single s heme. In this
approa h, the itinerant ex itations of the Fermi liquid are onstru ted from
the low-lying rystal-eld multiplets of the uranium ion. The quasiparti les
asso iated with the heavy-ele tron Fermi liquid in this system are then omposite obje ts formed from the lo alized orbital and spin degrees of freedom
of the U ions and the ondu tion ele tron elds [14℄. The phase transition at
T0 is a simple Fermi surfa e instability of the omposite mobile f -ele trons.
This approa h was originally adopted by Okuno and Miyake [15℄ to des ribe
the oexisten e of the hidden order with a small moment in URu2 Si2 . With
the new understanding that the hidden ordered phase does not ontain a
staggered magnetization, we revisit this duality s heme and, guided by reent experiment, study its impli ations for the nature of the enigmati order
that develops at T T0 .
We begin our phenomenologi al approa h to the hidden order in URu2 Si2
with a onsideration of its allowed symmetries, where onstraints will be imposed by experimental observation. More spe i ally, the mean-eld har-
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a ter of the transition at T0 suggests that the itinerant nature of the hidden
order an be des ribed by a general density wave whose form fa tor will
yield lues about the underlying lo al ex itations involved; we expe t it to
be in ommensurate due to the fa t that the observed entropy loss and the
a ompanying gap suggest that it results from a Fermi surfa e instability.
We begin by onsidering a lass of density wave with the most general pairing
in the parti lehole hannel

h yk+ Q ;
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Q is the in ommensurate ordering wave ve tor,  is a spin index and
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where N is the number of sites in the latti e and f0 is a form fa tor assoiated with the in ommensurate spin density wave; a mean-eld treatment
yields the expression
0

gAk

(Q) = (Q)f0 (k) :
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Of ourse, a true mi ros opi approa h must a ount for how su h a oupling
emerges from the residual intera tions amongst the heavy ele trons.
We now follow the approa h of Halperin and Ri e [16℄, ategorizing the
possible parti lehole pairings in URu2 Si2 . Assumingthee hidden order develops between U atoms in ea h basal plane, we restri t our attention to
nearest-neighbor pairings on a two-dimensional square latti e [10℄ and display the ve resulting possibilities in Table I. All of these pairings lead to a
gapping of the Fermi surfa e, a ounting for the large entropy loss and the
observed anomalies in various bulk properties. For example, let  be the
redu tion in the Pauli sus eptibility due to this gap, then we an des ribe
the hidden order phase by a LandauGinzburg free energy
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su h that the last term is responsible for the strong eld-dependen e of the
1
2
transition temperature (T B
T
2a B ) in this material [17℄; it is also
responsible to why 3 has the same temperature-dependen e as the spe i
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TABLE I
Possible symmetries for parti lehole pairing.
Name

f0 (k)=Æ0

Treversal
-invarian e

Lo al
elds

SDW
(isotropi SDW)



no

yes

CDW
(isotropi CDW)

onst.

yes

no

no

no

os(ky a)

yes

no

sin(ky a))

no

yes

d-SDW

Q-CDW
(quadrupolar CDW)
OAFM
(orbital antiferromagnet)

 ( os(kx a)
os(kx a)

i (sin(kx a)

os(ky a))

heat [3, 4℄. Unfortunately this aspe t of the problem does not dis riminate
between the possible density wave order parameters, and we are for ed to
make more mi ros opi onsiderations.
Be ause of large Coulomb repulsion between the quasiparti les in
URu2 Si2 , we rule out isotropi pairing in the harge density wave hannel.
Furthermore, an s-wave harge density wave would result in an a ompanying latti e distortion, but none is observed [11℄. Similarly neutron s attering
does not support the presen e of a spin density wave in the hidden ordered
phase [7, 9℄. Thus, due to the in ompressibility of the heavy Fermi liquid,
we are left with the three remaining anisotropi pairing states (see Table I).
We re all that URu2 Si2 undergoes a transition to a d-wave super ondu ting
state at T
: K, suggesting the importan e of antiferromagneti u tuations in the asso iated normal state; by ontrast in a d-SDW s enario [3℄
we would expe t ferromagneti u tuations to be favored.
This leaves us with two remaining options: the quadrupolar harge density wave [18℄ (Fig. 1(a)) and the orbital antiferromagnet (Fig. 1(b)) [19℄.
Both of these s enarios are onsistent with the urrent pi ture of URu2 Si2 as
an in ompressible Fermi liquid with strong antiferromagneti u tuations.
They ea h have nodes in the order parameter, so that neither ouple dire tly
to the lo al harge density. Furthermore we expe t both in ommensurate
density waves to ouple weakly to uniform strain, and thus are both onsistent with the observed insensitivity of the elasti response [11℄ at T0 . Re ent
uniaxial stress measurements suggest that the hidden order is sensitive to
the presen e of lo al tetragonal symmetry [20℄, a feature that is onsistent
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with both s enarios for ompletely dierent reasons. In the orbital antiferromagnet the urrents are equal in ea h basal dire tion [19℄, whereas in the
quadrupolar harge density wave it is known that some of the singlet rystaleld states with tetragonal symmetry are quadrupolar [12℄. We note that
the diamagneti response of the orbital antiferromagnet is small ompared
(a)
(a)

(b)(b)
-

+

+
-

+
-

-

+
f

(k) = os(kx ) os(ky )

f (k) = cos(kx ) − cos(ky )

f

(k) = i[sin(kx) sin(ky )℄

f (k) = i[sin(kx ) − sin(ky )]

Fig. 1. (a) In ommensurate quadrupolar density wave (Q-CDW). In two dimensions, the form fa tor os(kx ) os(ky ) leads to a an in ommensurate density wave
with a quadrupolar harge distribution, the CDW analog of a d-wave super ondu tor. (b) In ommensurate orbital antiferromagnet. Here urrents ir ulate around
square plaquettes dened by nearest-neighbor uranium ions.

100

Pauli
to that asso iated with the gapping of the Fermi surfa e, ( diamagneti
 ),
so that the eld-dependen e of the hidden order parameter [17℄ annot be
used to dis riminate between these two s enarios.
At present, the key fa tor distinguishing the orbital antiferromagnet from
the quadrupolar harge-density wave s enarios is the presen e or absen e of
time-reversal breaking. Orbital antiferromagnetism is onsistent with the
isotropy and magnitude of lo al magneti elds [19℄ measured at ambient
pressure by nu lear magneti resonan e [21℄. Su h urrent- arrying states
have also been proposed for one-dimensional ladders [22℄. In URu2 Si2 the
line-broadening of the entral sili on NMR peak is the only dire t eviden e
for broken time-reversal symmetry in the hidden order phase [19℄. Re ent
muon spin measurements by Amitsuka and oworkers [18℄ support the emergen e of lo al magneti elds with the temperature dependen e seen in the
NMR data [21℄, but the overall amplitude is two orders of magnitude less
than that seen in NMR measurements. This has led to the proposal that
these features may be an artifa t of a minority ferromagneti phase with
dipolar intera tions. In our opinion, an equally feasible explanation is that
harged muons destroy the hidden order in their immediate surroundings.
This would explain the similar but dramati ally redu ed anomalous mag-
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neti eld measured by the SR measurements. Finally there have been
attempts to test predi tions for neutron s attering but so far no lear onlusion has been rea hed [23℄.
There are three types of experiments that would be very helpful in resolving the nature of the hidden order in URu2 Si2 :






Probes of the nodal quasiparti le stru ture. Both Q-CDW and OAFM
have nodes in the gap. These nodes would show marked features in
the opti al ondu tivity and the s anning tunneling spe tros opy; at
present these nodes are inferred but have not been observed dire tly.
Probes of broken time-reversal symmetry. Broken time-reversal symmetry is learly a riti al dis riminating feature between the OAFM
and Q-CDW. The existing NMR measurements strongly support the
idea of broken time reversal symmetry breaking in this material, but
further onrmation is vital. Further NMR measurements, espe ially
on alternative rystal sites, would provide an important way of onrming whether there are lo al elds developing at T0 . Careful omparison between the SR and NMR signals is ru ial for determining
whether these two te hniques are measuring similar or dierent phenomena.
Revisit old s attering measurements. There exist a number of s attering experiments, in luding polarized neutron and resonant X-ray,
that are suggestive of broken time-reversal symmetry; these should be
redone, given what is now known about phase-separation [9℄.

In summary, we believe that a dual des ription of the hidden order in
URu2 Si2 is ne essary for apturing its oexisting itinerant and lo al features.
The latter is ne essary for explaining the mysterious dispersing mode at
T  T0 , whereas the former is ru ial for understanding the mean-eld
nature of the transition. At present there are two ompeting s enarios whi h
dier by a form fa tors. We propose a number of experiments whi h ould
resolve the dispute.
We a knowledge dis ussions with G. Aeppli and H. Amitsuka. This
proje t is supported by the grant NSF-DMR 9983156 (Coleman and
Tripathi).
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